All Walk Packages Include:

- Zoo Admission for All Participants
- Volunteer Breakfast for 30
- One Water Station
- Kids Cove Tent Venue for 6 hours (Includes Setup/Breakdown Time)
- 30 Tables/Plastic Covers (Mix and Match of 60” Rounds & Rectangles)
- 80 Folding Chairs

- Walk Package #1: Estimated Guest Size Up to 300 Guests $3000.00
- Walk Package #2: Estimated Guest Size 301-500 Guests $4500.00
- Walk Package #3: Estimated Guest Size 501-800 Guests $6000.00
- Walk Package #4: Estimated Guest Size 801-1000 Guests $7500.00
- Walk Package #5: Estimated Guest Size 1000+ Guests $9500.00

Participants are counted as they enter and final invoice will be based on amount of participants.

Add-On Options:

- Additional Hours: $150 per hour
- Additional Tables: $14 per table
- Additional Chairs: $2 per chair
- Additional Water Station: $200
- 10x10 Pop Up Tent: $30 per tent
- Use of Front Plaza for Event Setup: $700
- Zoo Knoxville Costume Characters: $100/hr
- Rhino Deck Event Space in West Zoo: $700
- Prior Day Set Up(based on availability): $600

Rules & Regulations

- Noisemakers, Sidewalk chalk, Stickers, Pets, & Balloons are NOT permitted on Zoo Grounds.
- One Use Plastic Water Bottle Distribution Stations are NOT permitted.
- Volunteers/Setup Crew are NOT permitted on grounds before 6am.
- All Vendors/Timelines/Set up Plans/Craft Projects must be approved with signed vendor forms and proof of insurance.
- Mascots/Costumed Characters remain in designated areas, and have written prior approval.